This work reports experimental results and their analysis in various speech processing tasks using SpeakerIdentApp, a text-independent speaker identification application, based on Modular Audio Recognition Framework (MARF)'s API and its implementation in terms of best of the available algorithm configurations for each particular task using median clusters as opposed to the default mean clusters. This study focuses on the tasks of identification of speakers' as of who they are, their gender, and accent through machine learning. This work significantly complements two preceding statistical studies undertaken using only mean clusters and shows the difference in selection of the best algorithm combinations using the median cluster approach. To the author's knowledge there was no any previous comprehensive study in this regard.
1. INTRODUCTION
Problem Statement
The statistics of the accuracy performance for the tasks of text-independent speaker identification (who they are), their gender, and accent have been reasonably covered in [9, 17, 20, 21] in order to select the best combinations of the preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification algorithms in the MARF's testbed application, SpeakerIdentApp. Those studies focused on the mentioned identification tasks and provided the best configurations of the implemented algorithms accordingly. As those experimentations have shown, the best combination of available algorithms in the pattern recognition pipeline for speaker identification is not necessarily the best, when tasked to focus on who they are, their gender, and accent, i.e. there is no one single best configuration that covers all these tasks. The previous studies conducted their experiments using only mean clusters of feature vectors (average of all the corresponding elements in all feature vectors for a given speaker) making those studies incomplete.
Proposed Solution
We adapt SpeakerIdentApp of MARF to use its sample speaker database and train on it for each mentioned task and gather statistics for analysis in a consistent manner using the same training and testing voice sample set data as the earlier studies, but only replacing the storage management of the training set data to use median clusters instead of the default mean-based ones. This study shows the findings of using median clusters of feature vectors and shows how it affects the best choice of accuracy and performance of the top algorithm combinations. This study is important as to provide a more complete picture on the choice of algorithm strategies and storage models depending on the task at hand.
Organization
The article is organized as follows: we introduce MARF and SpeakerIdentApp for the unaware reader, their configuration options, capabilities, the pattern recognition pipeline, and the implemented algorithms used in the experimentation and testing. Then, we describe the methodology of the experiments and summarize the results, which are followed by the discussion and some concluding remarks as well as the future work on the project.
BACKGROUND
The Modular Audio Recognition Framework (MARF) is an open-source collection of pattern recognition APIs and their implementation for unsupervised and supervised machine learning and classification written in Java [9, 17, 18, 20, 21] . The author of this paper is a founder, core architect and developer of MARF and most of its applications. One of MARF's design purposes is to act as a testbed to verify and test common and novel algorithms found in literature for sample loading, preprocessing, feature extraction, and training and classification stages, which constitute a typical pattern recognition pipeline. One of the main goals and design approaches of MARF is to provide scientists with a tool for comparison of the algorithm implementations in a homogeneous environment and to allow the dynamic module selection based on the configuration options supplied by applications. Over the course of a few years MARF accumulated a fair number of implementations for each of the pipeline stages allowing reasonably comprehensive comparative studies of the algorithm combinations, and studying their combined behavior and other properties when used for various pattern recognition tasks. MARF is also designed to be very configurable while keeping the generality and some sane default settings to run "off-the-shelf" well. MARF and its derivatives, and applications were also used beyond audio processing tasks (e.g. NLP and writer identification) due to the generality of the design and implementation in [16, 19, 23, 27, 28, 29, 34] and other unpublished or in-progress works. To the author's knowledge MARF currently is the only open-source system in Java to offer such a testing framework for scientists alike. The closest available open-source system is CMU Sphinx [2] , that specifically focuses on speech-to-text recognition engines. The speech-recognition algorithm implementations (e.g. Hidden Markov Models and others) of Sphinx can be used as plugins for MARF for comparative studies. Thus, the systems are really complimentary to each other.
Brief Design Overview
The conceptual pattern recognition pipeline shown in Figure 1 depicts the core of the data flow and transformation between the stages of the MARF's pipeline. The inner boxes represent most of the available concrete module implementations or stubs. The grayed-out boxes are either the stubs or partly implemented. The white boxes signify implemented algorithms. Generally, the whole pattern recognition process starts by loading a sample (e.g. an audio recording in a wave form, a text, or image file), preprocessing it (removing noisy and "silent" data and other unwanted elements), then extracting the most prominent features from it, and finally either training the system such that the system learns a new set of a features of a given subject or classifies what/who the subject is. The outcome of training is either a collection of some form of feature vectors or their mean or median clusters, which are stored for every subject learned. The outcome of classification is a 32-bit unique integer usually indicating who/what the subject the system believes is (it is more correct to say the result is in fact a result set of pairs of IDs and their outcome values ordered from the most likely to the least likely, and the ultimate top result is the the 32-bit integer mentioned earlier). MARF is designed to be a standalone marf.jar file required to be usable as-is and has no dependencies on other libraries. Optionally, there is a dependency for debug versions of marf.jar when JUnit [7] is used for unit testing (usually by the developers and people who want to help out by running the debug versions).
SpeakerIdentApp
The Text-Independent Speaker Identification Application, or SpeakerIdentApp [30] is the application of MARF used throughout the experiments in this article. The application uses marf.jar as a library implementation in this case to exercise all of its implemented modules. The application has a large number of command-line options for scripting purposes to allow automated testing as well as customizing module parameters. The list of options is summarized in Appendix A to help the reader to understand the subsequent results tables. Just as MARF, the application is an open-source and can serve as a comprehensive example of how to write MARF-based applications. It served as a basis for WriterIdentApp [24] , FileTypeIdentApp [22] , and LangIdentApp [31] applications as examples for non-audio processing applications (for machine learning-based identification of writers, file types, and natural languages) that are not discussed here further. The SpeakerIdentApp application requires the presence of disjoint sets of training and testing sample files and their meta description of IDs, and matching files for validation and verifications purposes during the experiments.
Algorithms
MARF has several implementations of the framework's API in a number of algorithms to demonstrate and test its abilities in various pipeline stages and modules. There is a number of modules that are under the process of design, implementation, or porting from other projects (e.g. from [2] ) for comparative studies that did not make it to this work at the time of its writing. Thus, the below is an incomplete summary of implemented algorithms corresponding to the Figure 1 with a very brief description (the complete description is available within the project's documentation [9] ):
• Fast Fourier transform (FFT), a version of the Discrete Fourier Transform, used in FFT-based filtering as well as feature extraction [3] , implemented within the class marf.math.Algorithms.FFT, followed by the marf.FeatureExtraction.FFT.FFT class as well as the marf.Preprocessing.FFTFilter package classes.
• Linear predictive coding (LPC), used in feature extraction, found in the marf.FeatureExtraction.LPC package.
• Artificial neural network (classification), found in the marf.Classification.NeuralNetwork package.
• Various distance classifiers (Chebyshev, Euclidean, and Minkowski [1] , Mahalanobis [15] , Diff (internally developed within the project, roughly similar in behavior to the UNIX/Linux diff utility [14] ), and Hamming [10] ). The implementation of the distance classifiers is found in the marf.Classification.Distance package.
• Cosine similarity measure [8, 13] , which was thoroughly discussed in [12] and often produces the best or nearbest accuracy in this work in many configurations; found in the marf.Classification.Similarity package's CosineSimilarityMeasure class. • Zipf's Law-based classifier [37] , implemented in the marf.Classification.Stochastic.ZipfLaw class.
• A general probability classifier, implemented in the marf.Classification.Stochastic package's class MaxProbabilityClassifier.
• Continuous Fraction Expansion (CFE)-based filters [11] , implemented in the marf.Preprocessing.CFEFilters package.
• A number of math-related tools, for matrix and vector processing, including complex numbers matrix and vector operations, and statistical estimators used in smoothing of sparse matrices (e.g. in probabilistic matrices or Mahalanobis distance's covariance matrix). All these are needed for MARF to be self-contained, and the majority are located in the marf.marf and marf.Stats packages.
• The pipeline's algorithm itself is implemented within the marf.MARF class.
Module Parameters
All modules were tested with their default parameters (that can also be varied by the application if desired, but due to the large number of such variations overall, there is no statistics on this provided here). The defaults were picked up throughout MARF's life time, empirically and/or based on the related literature. Below is a brief the summary of the default parameters used for each concrete module (we do not list random number generator-based modules as those are there as a baseline and are not very exciting otherwise. The baseline is set by the random preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification combination, which results in 0.5 · 3 = 12.5% probability, but we usually look at 60% and higher. We also omit the parameters of a few other modules that either do not have any, were not used, or under the development and testing. These will be included in subsequent publications.):
• the default quality of the recorded WAV files used in the experiment is are 8000 Hz, mono, 2 bytes per sample, PCM-encoded. This sampling rate resembles more phone conversations where one domain of applications of this work is used.
• LPC -has 20 poles (and therefore 20 features), thus produces a vector of 20 features and 128-element window.
• FFT -does 512x2-based FFT analysis (512 features).
• MinMaxAmplitudes -50 smallest and 50 largest amplitudes (100 features).
• MinkowskiDistance -has a default of Minkowski factor r = 4.
• FeatureExtractionAggregator -concatenates the default processing of FFT and LPC (532 features).
• DiffDistance -has a default allowed error of 0.0001 and a distance factor of 1.0.
• HammingDistance -has a default allowed error of 0.01 and a lenient double comparison mode.
• NeuralNetwork -has 32 output layer neurons (interpreted as a 32-bit integer n), a training constant of 1.0, epoch number of 64, and a minimum error of 0.1. The number if input layer neurons always equals to the number of incoming features f (the length of the feature vector), and the size h of the middle hidden layer is h = |f − n|; if f = n, then h = f /2. By default, the network is fully-interconnected.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Methodology
The SpeakerIdentApp application collects statistics on the amount of successful vs. unsuccessful guesses as well as a so-called "second best" approach. It also collects the measurements of a run-time of each configuration (assuming similar hardware and software environments for all the tests when the experiment is running). The testing is done exhaustively through a script for all possible available configurations while analyzing wave forms of the same voice sample set for all experiments. The application has many options; each option constitutes a parameter to the application that selects the appropriate combination of MARF algorithms at run-time. The summary of all options is provided in Appendix A. The resulting tables found in Appendix B were sorted by the accuracy of recognition (descending) for the first guess; the second guess follows the run number of the first, thus it is not necessarily sorted by the accuracy, but rather by the first guess results.
Second Best.
In the experiments in [17, 18, 21] it was found that the "second best" approach is an interesting measure, because if we don't "guess" correctly from the first time, likely the next guess in line is correct. For example, as with people, an adult son and the father or an adult daughter and the mother, or several similar-age brothers or sisters sometimes can be mistaken for one another when listened to on the phone by an unrelated person, yielding the second guess is usually right. Thus, we provide this measure of interest as well in these two new tasks we run the identification on. The count of correct guesses is augmented each time the speaker identified matched up with the speaker expected (the expected ID is known for the purpose validating results from the speakers database we are using). There are three ways of calculating the second best: (a) increment successful second best whenever either the first guess or second guess is correct (this works for the unique guesses, i.e. the same speaker cannot appear in both results simultaneously, which is the case in the implementation of the most classification modules in MARF); (b) count just the second best results only when the first one doesn't match and ignore it otherwise (this can be obtained from (a) by subtracting the first guess counts from the second best ones); (c) count each second correct guess when it is indeed so and the first one is wrong, and count it wrong otherwise (this is useful when the classification modules allow for the duplicate guesses in their classification results; presently there are no such modules in MARF).
Training and Testing Data.
The first and second guesses statistics is produced after the system models were trained on 319 voice samples of 28 speakers and tested on the "unseen" by the system 32 testing samples of the same speakers. The voice samples are WAVE files with a format described in the earlier section, that roughly record spoken sentences as utterances of 2-10 seconds in length. In order to run the experiments for the gender and accent tasks, we modify the way the comma-separated-values (CSV) meta-database file is structured. The classical format of the file is a tuple (ID, name, training − samples, testing − samples), where name and ID correspond to the individual speakers, followed by disjoint sets of the training and testing files attributed to that speaker. These are altered in the subsequent tasks to mean either genders or accents, and the training and testing set files are regrouped.
Validation and Verification.
Validity of the implementation and correctness of the results is established throughout good software engineering practices during the design and implementation as well as testing procedures. Testing is done on the unit-basis with the help of JUnit [7] as well as visually inspecting produced wave form graphs, in both time and frequency domains in FFT as well as spectrograms of FFT and LPC, storing back the recorded utterances after preprocessing and listening to them again, and testing the modules on the small known sets of training data that would produce known output data. Scripting such tests as test applications (see below) as well as the Regression [32] testing application all ensure the correctness of the implementation. The fact that the default settings correctly validate the identities of the trained on speakers with the phone-line quality samples on on the unseen samples and giving top results greater than 90% by itself is an assuring factor. A number of dedicated test applications have been developed for certain algorithm implementations to test them in isolation and in the simulated pipeline. These applications also serve the additional purpose of illustrating how to use the framework's API, or its specific portions. Such applications are usually prefixed with Test and are also released independently within the project:
• TestFFT [36] -tests the implementation of the FFT algorithm. We use a simulated sine wave for the testing purposes and produce the corresponding graphs after applying the FFT and reverting it back. The sine wave is simulated by the SineLoader class that adheres to the ISampleLoader interface all loaders implement, and by "loading" it simply generates a sine wave at the desired frequency for testing purposes. The SineLoader is used in several testing applications for the same purpose.
• • TestLPC [4] -tests the implementation of the Linear Predictive Coding algorithm.
• TestLoaders [6] -tests the implementation of the various sample format loaders. Presently only WAVLoader, SineLoader, and TextLoader are fully implemented within the framework API. The other sample loading modules are stubs.
• MathTestApp [26] -presently tests the implementation of the several linear algebra operations on normal and complex matrices and vectors. These tests are especially required as we provide our own implementation of those algorithms. One of the reasons to do so is to remain self-contained and not to depend on other libraries, and the other reason traces back into the past where JDK1.4 and below had a lot less of the needed math-related operations.
• TestNN [5] -tests the implementation of the artificial neural network algorithm in the NeuralNetwork class.
• TestPlugin [33] -tests the implementation of the plugin infrastructure of MARF by supplying external plugins to the MARF's pipeline on all of its stages, specifically sample loading, preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification.
• TestWaveLoader [35] -tests specifically the implementation of the WAVLoader class. This application was long-time predecessor to TestLoaders described earlier and is still maintained as a simpler version than TestLoaders for illustrative purposes.
All this testing, verification, and validation work is needed to increase our confidence in the correctness of the implementation and the produced results. Of course, the testing procedures are not always rigorously followed and bugs may creep in, but being open-source and through the use in a variety of projects consistently increases the quality and the confidence level in the results we obtain. The tests are run when the major development takes place as well as before the major releases to ensure different aspects of the framework function properly together.
Speaker Identification.
For all our testing, we rely on the same set up of the MARF and SpeakerIdentApp do for the classical speaker identification task [9, 17, 21] . In the code base, we change the classifiers to acquire and use median clusters instead of mean, by replacing a method call getMeanVector() with getMedianVector() of the FeatureSet class.
Gender Identification.
For the gender identification task we change the meaning of the ID and name fields to be that of a particular gender. We merge the training set file names of each speaker of the particular gender under the training set for the new file. Similarly, we do for the testing samples. Having the new CSV data file formatted as described, we use the exactly same training and testing set files, but grouped differently, and the rest of the system's configurations remain the same. We define several gender categories: female, male, group (when more than one speaker is in the voice sample at the same time) [20] .
Accent Identification.
To identify speaker's probable spoken accent (when speakers speak English with an accent one can sometimes determine their place of origin due to typicality of accents of people from the same region), we perform similar alteration to the CSV data file as done for the gender identification, but grouped in a different way: ID and name now mean the accent (Native English, Asian/Chinese, Slavic, Indian), and the grouping of the training and testing samples follows by a union of all training samples of the people with a similar accent and union of all testing samples accordingly. In our experiment we do not distinguish between genders of the speakers of the same accent group [20] .
Analysis
Speaker Identification.
In Table 1 and Table 2 are top 50 excerpts of the results for speaker identification. The former is recited from [21, 20] for convenience and the latter is newly produced for this work. From our experiments, it is evident that most accurate configurations involved the cosine similarity measure classifier.
Mean. It's been shown in the mean classification [21, 20] in Table 1 , that the silence gap removal generally also helps to extract more distinct features of individual speakers (because we are all silent roughly in the same way and the longer or more silence gaps there are, the more alike we are), and 512 features of FFT won the race by capturing the largest spectrum of voice frequencies ideal for cosine similarity. The band-stop FFT filter, as opposed to just the low-pass filter contributed to better accuracy by preserving low and high frequencies, that, depending on the gender and the pitch, provide more discriminative power. Thus, this type of algorithms is better suited when the signature of the speaker is the typical frequencies of their voice. The silence removal generally tops in the mean classification.
Median. In the median classification, in Table 2 we can see the silence removal is no longer consistently topping the results. This means the silence removal does not affect the classification as much as it did in the mean case. The reason is that the silence, as one end of the extremes, and so noise on the high frequency for the other end, do get avoided with the median results. Thus, silence removal may not even be needed at the preprocessing stage especially when processing a lot of high-volume data and speed performance is required as a primary factor. Otherwise, the rough distribution of the 50 top combinations is similar for both mean and median classification with the cosine similarity measure as the top classifier of choice. The same goes for the feature extraction algorithms. We also generally see the increase of the larger percentages for several algorithm combinations in median vs. mean (e.g. one of 78% in mean vs. seven in median, it can also be observed for other values). We also observe the accuracy rates generally better for the second best results in the median case.
Gender Identification.
In Table 3 and Table 4 are the current top statistics figures for the gender identification, with the mean-based statistics for the former [20] , and the median for the latter. Like for the other tasks, there are 50 entries for the first and the second guesses out of the total 1200+ configurations tested.
Immediately we can see the mean vs. median classification results are not identical. There are fewer top results for the top value in the median than in the mean; however, all subsequent outcomes are more numerous in quantity in the median than the mean.
Mean. For the mean classification [20] , we can see from the top results that Minkowski, Chebyshev, and Diff distance classifiers, along with cosine similarity measure (less prominent than in speaker identification), followed by other distance classifiers are generally better in this result. They are mostly combined with either FFT band-bass, band-stop, or high-pass filters for the preprocessing. This signifies that the high frequencies (retained by the high-pass or band-stop filters) retain distinguishing features for gender identification as well as mid-range frequencies. The high frequencies generally cover the female and child speakers, and the midrange and low (low frequencies are retained by the band-stop filter) can also cover the male speakers. It is evident, the the noise and silence removal contribute to the accuracy, as expected. The aggregator feature extraction module is a concatenation of the FFT and LPC features in one feature vector, so it generally influences accuracy of the result at least as good as one of the two or better. Since gender identification of speakers is also more frequency-bound for feature seeking, the corresponding feature extraction modules contributed to the top results. There is a near-top unique configuration of algorithm where noise is removed (using low-pass FFT filter) with endpointing, LPC, and Euclidean distance among the next top contenders. It is also very notably to mention the second best guess results for this identification task are very high for many top configuration varying from 93% to 100% accuracy more on the higher end. The difference between the corresponding runs in the first guess is rather large of 20% and requires further investigation as of why as it is significantly different in that regard from other aspects of speaker and accent identification.
Median. In the median we roughly see the same 20% difference between the first and second best guesses though overall the second guess accuracy of the median classification seems slightly worse than that of mean. The preprocessing for noise and silence removal is roughly the same for both methods that contribute to the best accuracy results and for filters, the band-pass seems to dominate followed by the band-stop filter and only then an occurrence of the highpass in the median. The endpointing preprocessing seem to have gone to one of the top results in the median. Likewise in the median, LPC feature extraction seems to contribute better to the best results than FFT or even aggregator of FFT and LPC together. The various distance classifiers and the cosine similarity measure generally are on the top results in both approaches, but are not identical.
Accent Identification.
The spoken accent identification top 50 accurate configurations are in Table 5 and Table 6 for mean and median classification accordingly. As we can see the configurations yet again are not the same as for the speaker and gender identification tasks and are not the same among mean and median for the same task of accent identification.
Mean. In the mean [20] , the unique top contender configuration features silence removal, endpointing, LPC, and Chebyshev distance. Similarly to the other tasks dealing with voice of speakers, frequency analysis algorithms for feature extraction, such as FFT and LPC (and their combination through the aggregator) contribute to the best results in top configurations. In general, the cosine similarity measure here was a more prominent classifier than others similarly to the speaker identification and unlike gender identification. Overall accuracy for accent identification is fairly lower than for the previous two tasks that may have resulted of the fact that the group and individual speakers were categorized together. The low-pass and band-stop FFT filters have contributed to the top results as well.
Median. In the median classification, the top results are slightly lower in the accuracy, but the range of subsequent results covers more algorithm combinations. The cosine similarity measure followed by Euclidean distance generally dominate the top classifiers in the median classification. The feature extractors are also primarily similar to the mean, i.e. the aggregator and FFT-based ones. Noise removal has more impact of contributing to the best results in the mean classification than it does for the median. The second best results are generally equivalent, but distributed differently: the median top first contenders have lower second best scores than the mean.
CONCLUSION
This study is pertinent because various speaker attributes identification have applications of safety, national security, recorded conversation forensic analysis, as well as conference assistance applications. Moreover, robotic and interactive voice-controlled virtual environments may behave/respond differently depending on who is talking and how they talk. The latter has tremendous and growing spectrum of applications from education and learning to interactive game play and cinema and many others. The studied identification tasks can be used to enhance password authentication schemes combined with the detection of sound recorders, emotion, and possibly physical state of the speaker (e.g. under influence, tired, and angry people may be refused access even if the other authentication schemes passed, as some systems may require fully alert personnel to operate them).
The mean vs. median classification is specifically important to provide a complete picture, as of which one to use depending on the quality of data and algorithms one may have, so it is important not to stop on either one, but have both available in the researcher's arsenal, and MARF provides that to the researchers.
The interested parties may contact the author for the complete data set of the resulting statistics (of about 1200+ runs) for each task. The source code and the training and testing samples are available on the web site [9] . The framework presents a quick and cheap way for algorithm implementation evaluation for accuracy, run-time performance, and memory consumption in Java. It is a University research system, and it does not offer a commercial-grade quality results on the 8000 Hz quality mono samples (second to lowest vs. 44000 Hz CD quality), yet it can hint the researchers in a field where to concentrate their efforts more depending on their task of interest or their combination.
The statistics tables presented here are incomplete in their coverage of all implemented algorithms as of this writing due to space limitations and technical difficulties at the time of this writing (e.g. some modules were crashing yielding inconsistent results, so their results were removed). Both application options and the resulting tables to give the reader more insight are presented in Appendix A and Appendix B.
FUTURE WORK
There is a vast TODO list for the future work, which in large part can be found in the MARF's CVS repository [9] , but more focused on the topic, the future work will involve the following:
• Specifying run-time and memory consumption statistics per module and per combination, etc. (While some of these data are available already, they are not produced in the proper form convenient to process and publish yet).
• Emotion detection analysis.
• Analysis of the customized module parameters other than the defaults presented in Section 2.4.
• What-vs-who identification.
• Age group identification.
• Testing on a larger sample base of 15-20 minute 400 recordings from an on-line conference that provides the data in the proceedings [18] .
What vs. Who.
What people say vs. who they are is a large category to be studied as a part of future work. We provide a small insight on the ongoing methodology here. MARF does not attempt to provide a full-scale commercial-grade or large-scale opensource speech-to-text facility, rather, for this task, focuses on the learning aspect and the dictionary-learned matching to the recorded utterances. This assumption implies we do not attempt word-boundary detection, segmentation, etc, but we treat the entire recorded sample as a "word" or a "phrase", which we process as a unit. Under these considerations, the ID and name represent the utterances for the words or phrases, training and testing samples are various pronunciations (by different speakers or a single speaker making different pronunciations or randomized shift and distortion of the amplitudes and frequencies of the same voice sample) of these words or phrases. This form of "speech recognition" is usually used in systems trained to understand a small dictionary of short commands or phrases with voice-interactive systems, such as phone support (e.g. using VoiceXML) or education applications (teaching and learning a foreign language, logic, etc. using voice commands). With this methodology, we treat the new "what-was-said" task as an identification task similarly to and consistent with the studied tasks in this work. 
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APPENDIX A. SPEAKERIDENTAPP'S OPTIONS
The SpeakerIdentApp options are rich and numerous. The majority of them are used in the scripted "all-out" exhaustive testing using the testing.sh script that comes with the application. For example, -norm means normalization, -endp means endpointing, -silence indicates to remove silence from samples, -low means to use the low-pass FFT filter, -fft means to use FFT for feature extraction, -cos means the use of the cosine similarity measure, etc.). A full list of options is provided in Figure 2 (with irrelevant options suppressed). -debug -include verbose debug output -spectrogram -dump spectrogram image after feature extraction -graph -dump wave graph before preprocessing and after feature extraction <integer> -expected speaker ID 
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